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d throughout recent years and some of the more
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n that uses a radically different principle, much
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service differentiation. The system essentially

rces by means of a distributed resource market.
work in this direction, we study the detailed
tem design by means of an experimental soft-
s work also complements existing theoretical
ts that already indicate many interesting charac-

follows. In the next section, we review previous
this, the details of the problem statement are
lutions are provided in Section 4 by presenting
n of an effective and resource-efficient market-
stem. Section 5 contains an overview about the
ve been carried out with this prototype, so far
e paper and discusses topics for future research.

k is structured according to the different aspects
et-switched networks. We begin by discussing
nd then specifically look at those employing
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Abstract
arket forces are the most effective mechanism to fairly and efficiently allo-

ate resources among competing service requests. However, for distributed
esources, the implementation of a coherent market mechanism can be com-
lex and costly. In this paper, we present the design and prototype implemen-

ation of a distributed resource allocation system that allows to apply flow-
ased market mechanisms to a network domain. The system design guaran-

ees a constant execution complexity and an extremely simple layout of inter-
al nodes. All relevant intelligence is located in the edge systems. We explain
ow the system can be used to realize various types of market mechanisms
nd show the potential for efficient implementation by means of lab experi-
ents using the system prototype. This work is based on earlier conceptual
roposals and theoretical analysis. It is focused on the system design and

mplementation aspects, as well as on questions of detail, which are usually
gnored by existing theory work.

 Introduction

he current Internet consists of a large number of forwarding resources
links and routers) and offers a best-effort transmission service to end sys-
ems. Despite many research proposals, there is only limited explicit resource
llocation deployed inside the networks forming the Internet. Basically, the
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ontrol
or edge-based admission control, that is, we
s providing QoS for elastic and in particular ine-
mission control gateways located at the edges
t the first to follow this technical architectural
roposals (including ours) differ very much in
ey are analysed, whether being based on theo-

onceptual considerations.
a system similar in concept to what they pro-

tween these two is that in [8] an admission con-
ing for the end systems whereas in [9] this
the end systems. The authors regard the latter
r, these two proposals could also be viewed as
The analysis of the system of admission control
odelling and simulation and therefore abstracts
While it is not the only goal and would from

d view, our work could also be seen as an exper-
retical insight from [8]. From a technical point
, because it does not require explicit probing.
edge-based admission control is described in
s well as measurement-based admission con-
part is based on packet marking at core routers.

edback is generated per-flow while in our case
hermore, the proposed marking schemes are not
lly nor experimentally, in their interplay with
wing to the purely conceptual nature of [10].
ent an egress-based admission control archi-
traffic characteristics per path at egress nodes.
ased one-way per-packet delay measurements,
easurements then allow to make an admission
concept of statistical traffic envelopes. The core
box and in contrast to our work gives no feed-
load. Yet, with minimal load feedback as pro-
, the admission control procedure can be made
t.
ented here are similar to our work, in that they
at system edges. Nevertheless, as discussed,
istributed resource markets is given before the specific topic of pricing and
harging for network services is discussed.

.1 QoS Proposals for the Internet
he last fifteen years have seen a tremendous amount of research on how to
rovide network QoS for large-scale internetworks as the Internet (see [1] for
recent overview). In particular, this research also manifested itself in stand-
rdization efforts, particularly within the IETF (Internet Engineering Task
orce). The first comprehensive architecture being proposed was the so-
alled IntServ (Integrated Services) architecture [2]. IntServ is built on a
ather traditional style of proactively reserving resources per session, thus
asing upon the call paradigm known from connection-oriented telecommu-
ication networks. As a signalling protocol, the Resource reSerVation Proto-
ol (RSVP) [3] was proposed to allocate resources according to the IntServ
ervice model [4, 5] on a per-flow and per-hop basis, in its first version. Due
o doubts about the scalability of the IntServ architecture because of the per-
ow operation, another architecture called DiffServ (Differentiated Services)
as put forward [6]. DiffServ explicitly excluded per-flow treatment within

he core of DiffServ domains, but operates on a small number of behaviour
ggregates by giving them differentiated forwarding behaviour in interior
etwork nodes and controls entrance to DiffServ domains by appropriately
onditioning traffic at its ingress. While the scalability characteristics of
iffServ are certainly better than for classical IntServ, it needs to be men-

ioned that the power of a DiffServ domain to give strict QoS guarantees
eavily depends on complex strategies to overprovision the network correctly

7].
Both IntServ and DiffServ have seen numerous enhancements from their

asic architecture to alleviate some of their respective problems (see again
1] for a very up to date overview). However, both of them can be considered
roactive approaches where the current network state is not taken into
ccount, at least on small (say round-trip time) timescales. However, as is
iscussed and to some degree shown practically in this paper integrating

eedback and interpreting it as economic signal may be a more efficient, yet
orking alternative. In particular, the open issues with respect to integrating
harging mechanisms into technical proposals like IntServ and DiffServ
ould also be circumvented.

2.2 Edge-based Admission C
Our architectural choice is f
assume independent domain
lastic traffic flows by using ad
of these domains. We are no
paradigm, yet the different p
their details and in the way th
retical, experimental or just c

In [8], Kelly et al. describe
pose in [9]. The difference be
trol gateway does the prob
functionality is distributed to
step as a refinement, howeve
independent evolution paths.
gateways in [8] is based on m
from many real-world issues.
our perspective be a restricte
imental validation of the theo
of view, our system is simpler

A DiffServ framework for
[10]. It allows for traditional a
trol. The measurement-based
In contrast to our work, the fe
it is aggregated per path. Furt
evaluated, neither theoretica
admission control schemes, o

In [11], Knightly et al. pres
tecture based on monitoring
These measurements are b
which is all but trivial. Such m
control decision based on the
network is viewed as a black
back on the current network
vided in our system proposal
much more simple and robus

All related proposals pres
carry out admission control
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capabilities to adapt to changing transmission
and, aggregated traffic, for example in a VPN
minimum transmission requirements, but bene-
ion rate, if available. Similar to earlier propos-
acket marks to encode an aggregated load signal
 is then interpreted at system edges.
ems impractical to realize a global distributed
ternet. First, this would require a global, strictly
meaning and implications of packet marking

ithmic homogeneity between networks is very
d, faulty end systems might corrupt the stabil-
and compromise the robustness of the system.
handle the resulting liability questions. Third,
stream encounters marked packets while only
ble of adjusting the sending rate. This creates a
lem, because either receivers must only receive
, or the sender must be held responsible for the
other end of the transmission path. For these

ted here operates on the scope of a network
onal signalling interface to clients and adjacent

t mechanism achieves stability by converging
ply and demand. Nevertheless, additional regu-
nsure system stability in times of excessive or
l regulatory requirements for general access to
oblem can be solved by carrying out technical
regulation at system edges. However, the loca-
uch components then have to be considered.
sources, it might be useful to offer load-adap-
of always regulating incoming traffic according
theless, the resulting excess traffic must not pro-
w flows. Any kind of reactive resource alloca-
e the load that is caused by actual traffic. If
ir rate allocation, there is a potential for over-

ready allocated rate is not accounted for when
here are a number of differences in the design details. Only the proposal(s)
n [8,9] consider the network domain as a distributed resource market and
one of the proposals combines technical admission control with appropriate
ynamic pricing.

.3 Distributed Resource Markets
n a seminal paper, [12] brought the economic elegance for congested
esources to the attention of the network research community, in their so-
alled "Smart Market" approach. However, being a centralized solution to the
nherently distributed problem of allocating resources to users in the Internet,
t could only be viewed as a conceptual proposal to show the theoretically
chievable benefits of such a scheme if it could be implemented in the Inter-
et. In particular, the NP-hard nature of multi-dimensional and combinatorial
uctions [13] was neglected in the original proposal. In fact, our proposal can
e viewed as a distributed approximate solution to this problem with a very

ow complexity.

.4 Pricing and Charging for Network Services
arlier work has studied the problem of charging for network services in the
ontext of traditional, proactive network QoS systems. For example, [14]
resents a system to enhance RSVP signalling for intra-domain cost alloca-

ion and inter-domain charging signalling. On the other hand, the work in
15] reports about building an auction model for signalled resource reserva-
ion and studies the transactional problems associated with multiple
esources along a path. In [16], the concept of aGuaranteed Stream Provider
GSP) is introduced, which forms the basic theoretical blueprint for the sys-
em presented in this paper.

 Problem Statement and Overview

s illustrated in the previous section, existing work indicates that it is well
easible to consider a system of network forwarding resources as distributed
arket and achieve stable and predictable rate allocations by means of mar-

et forces. The major goal of this work is to investigate how these basic find-
ngs can be used for actual system design and to provide solutions for
roblems of detail. In this context, we focus on long-lived flows with rather
table transmission rate requirements. There are mainly two types of applica-
ions that we have in mind. On one hand, multimedia communication serv-

ices often have only limited
performance. On the other h
environment, often has strict
fits from additional transmiss
als, the system uses binary p
into the packet stream, which

For several reasons, it se
resource market across the In
uniform understanding of the
algorithms. This level of algor
unlikely in the Internet. Secon
ity of the resource allocation
In this case, it is very hard to
only the receiver of a packet
the sender is eventually capa
severe trust and security prob
packets from trusted senders
marking rate observed at the
reasons, the system presen
domain and provides a traditi
networks.

Any kind of proper marke
towards an equilibrium of sup
lation is likely necessary to e
unstable demand and to fulfi
basic services. Again, this pr
admission control and traffic
tion and particular details of s

To fully utilize available re
tive traffic regulation, instead
to a fixed sending rate. Never
hibit resource allocation to ne
tion system can only observ
senders do not fully utilize the
booking, since unused but al
accepting new requests.
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ents or collocated with load-control gateways. A
a price setting framework have been specified
not discussed here in detail. Figure 1 presents

components along the transmission path. Note
cision can be carried out at either the ingress or
h cases it is necessary to exchange signalling
ss and ingress gateway.
traffic on a per-flow basis through (modified)
egress gateways collect load information on a
the packets arriving from the network. No spe-
control the delay of packet transmissions other

ing the queue lengths as short as possible. It is
is system with specific scheduling regimes,
multiple scenarios to employ this system. First,
the system can be separately applied to a dedi-
ple in the framework of DiffServ. Alternatively,
to manage resources of a common traffic class

vices to certain traffic flows, using only admis-
of admission and flow control. Further, the sys-
a multi-path routing scenario by considering the
h as virtual peers.

 1: System Overview

egress

signalling

R

load
king

rnal

marking

internal

observation

tting and distribution
alized or distributed)

urce resource
A signalling protocol is needed to communicate with clients of the sys-
em, as well as between edge gateways. It is highly beneficial to align signal-
ing procedures to existing signalling protocols to simplify inter-operation
ith end-to-end signalling and to enable the reuse of available technology.

Finally, there are subtle problems associated with setting an appropriate
rice. Assuming a fixed charge per marked packet introduces two practical
roblems. First, when each marked packet is associated with a fixed price,

he total price for any given transmission rate is finite, because forwarding
apacity is finite. If the price elasticity of users exceeds this finite price, the
etwork faces uncontrolled and excessive demand. Second, depending on the
etails of the packet marking scheme in place, it is not always clear whether

he overall marking probability reflects the packet length and whether that is
esirable (which in turn depends on the routers’ processing cost compared to

he links’ bandwidth cost). In any case, a fixed price per mark might open the
ossibility for arbitrage by choosing appropriate packet lengths.

 System Design and Implementation

any aspects of the implementation design, for example the choice of the
asic signalling protocol, are not governed by fundamental requirements, but
ather chosen according to their practicality for implementation, experimen-
al investigation, and later deployment. The system requires two bits in the IP
acket header, such as the ECN bits [17]. The terminology of ECN is
dopted for the presentation and the prototype actually uses these two bits.
owever, the abstract system design is of course not bound to using these
pecific bits. For example, it could as well be implemented using two other
its from the available space of DiffServ code points [18].

.1 Overview
he system is domain-oriented withload control gatewaysat the edge of the
etwork reacting to signalling requests and carrying out admission control,

raffic regulation and path load estimation.Internal nodesonly perform
acket forwarding on a first-in first-out (FIFO) basis and mark packets
epending on the current load situation. Gateways operate in the roles of both

ngressandegressgateways, depending on the direction of traffic flows. An
ngress and an egress node connected through a routing path in the network
re termedpeers. The price setting and distribution functions are logically
ecoupled from the rest of the network control system. They can be imple-

mented as separate compon
price distribution protocol and
and implemented [19], but are
the different roles of system
that the admission control de
the egress gateways. In bot
information between the egre

Ingress gateways control
token bucket regulators and
per-peer basis by inspecting
cific precautions are taken to
than the overall goal of keep
well possible to combine th
though. In general, there are
the admission control part of
cated service class, for exam
the full system might be used
and to offer distinguished ser
sion control or a combination
tem also can be employed in
endpoints of each routing pat

Figure
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g. Letl be the estimated relative load along a
ooked transmission rate andu the actual used
relative load  is then calculated as

(1)

he relative influence of booked but unused
enotes an optimistic system configuration in
ing is largely ignored and a large value forβ
g. Note that this calculation implicitly assumes
at multiple gateways is roughly similar, other-
echanism is needed. The actual value ofβ
traffic sources and can probably only be deter-

tions of an operational system. Such observa-
se a much more sophisticated and statistically

vations and admission control per path of the
sed price can be calculated from the aggregated
number of pricing schemes can be built using
sented in the previous section, the number of
e measurement duration is available. Some pos-
esented below, followed by a discussion about

ng

r markα, the load-dependent price per trans-
d as

(2)

rate,l being the average packet length, andm
uring the last measurement periodt. This how-
n average packet length, which is not always
of the fixed price per mark, might not be suffi-
twork from excessive demand.

l̂

.2 Packet Marking
e distinguish between two basic types of marking algorithms according to

he different load signal that is encoded in the packet stream. A threshold-
ased marking (TBM) algorithm marks all packets when the forwarding rate
t a resource exceeds a certain threshold. Otherwise, no packets are marked.
or edge systems, the packet stream carries a binary signal, which is set to
ne when any resource along the path is loaded beyond its local threshold.
ote that on the flow time-scale that is being considered for this work, mark-

ng algorithms such as AVQ [20] and VQ [8] essentially operate like thresh-
ld-based marking. This has been experimentally verified in [21]. The other

ype of algorithm is load-based marking (LBM) [22], which marks packets
ith a probability that depends on the relative forwarding load. Since only a
ontinuous marking signal provides enough information to derive load-based
rices, the system uses linear LBM for this purpose.

Depending on the overall scenario, packet marking may need to be com-
ined with a differentiated dropping algorithm to discriminate between pack-
ts from registered and unregistered flows. This is described and investigated

n [21], but not described here in further detail.

.3 Admission Control
he egress gateway observes the relevant information for load estimation.

ncoming packets which have the ECT bit set are classified to determine the
ending peer (ingress). Then, per-peer statistics containing the number of
ackets, number of marks and number of bytes, as well as the duration of the
bservation interval, are updated. This information is used by the admission
ontrol procedure to estimate the relative load along a transmission path as
he fraction of marked packets from total packets received during a recent
ime period. A new request can be admitted, if this fraction does not exceed a
ertain thresholdΛ. The nature of the system being reactive requires that a
afety margin must be accounted for by this admission test, because there is a
eedback delay between the actual load situation in the network and the
nstallation of a new request, and vice versa.

Further, there exists a potential problem of unnoticed overbooking. If
ources send less traffic than initially negotiated, the observed path load does
ot account for the unused but booked capacity, which might lead to exces-
ive overbooking. It might be beneficial to allow a controlled amount of over-
ooking, therefore the admission test includes a parameter to configure the

relative amount of overbookin
transmission path,c the total b
rate. The adapted estimated 

with β ∈ [0,1] determining t
capacity. A small value forβ d
which the potential overbook
denotes a conservative settin
that the overbooking situation
wise a more complicated m
depends on the behaviour of
mined by long-term observa
tions could then allow to devi
tractable estimator than (1).

4.4 Pricing and Charging
When employing load obser
network, a dedicated time-ba
load observation per path. A
very little information. As pre
packets, marks, bytes and th
sible pricing schemes are pr
service charging.

4.4.1 Static Mark-based Prici

When setting a fixed price pe
mission rate can be calculate

with r being the transmission
being the number of marks d
ever requires the notion of a
obvious and further, because
cient to always protect the ne

l̂ l 1 β c
u
--- 1– 

 + 
 ×=

P r( ) α m r××
l t×

-----------------------=
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e implemented, for example by starting with a
it over time. The higher each client’s perceived
rvice, the earlier it accepts the published price.
service request channels introduce a problem.
rotocol can hardly be made fully reliable, it
iate an incoming service request with the most

e request signalling protocol. This problem is

n
o offer a load-adaptive service to clients, that is,
ervice rate, but might be allowed to exceed this
ailable. A modified version of the token bucket
the amount of traffic entering the network. A
tor (TBR) is characterized by depthd and rater
tokenst is calculated for each packet transmis-

etween the current and the previous packet. To
similar to other proposals, we propose anAdap-
TBR) algorithm which additionally includes
of tokens is then calculated as

 with (5)

ldΛ, path loadl, and a small .
rmined by the estimated load along the path
eed a request’s basic rate allocation when the
however necessary to avoid the system to be
from scaled token buckets, because load con-

ish between regular traffic load and such excess
e not limited, the excess traffic could increase
dmission control threshold. Incoming requests
ugh resources are still available in principle. In
coming service requests, the admission control
ty marginε is divided through the current rel-
 as scaling factor for the token buckets.

d, ) s
Λ ε–

l
------------=

ε 0>
.4.2 Dynamic Mark-based Pricing

o handle increasing demand in (2), the price per mark can be adjusted itera-
ively by increasing it whenever the demand reaches a critical threshold.
lternatively, a load-based price per mark  can be calculated as

 for (3)

ith m andα as above, andp being the number of packets during the last
easurement period. Thereby, in theory the price per mark continuously
oes to infinity with increasing network load, while in reality it is discrete
ecause of the discrete number of packetsp and number of marksm. In real-

ty, it is also bounded by the fixed transmission capacity of the network. Of
ourse, if all packets would be marked, that is, ifp = m, (3) cannot be used
ny more. However, this situation is effectively avoided by the technical
dmission control described in Section 4.3.

.4.3 Rate-based Pricing

t is also possible to set the price corresponding to both the packet raterp and
he byte raterb of a request. The pricing function then looks like

(4)

ith m, p and as above, being analogous to , andb being the number
f bytes during the last measurement period. Since this price has components

or the packet rate and the byte rate of service requests, it can effectively pro-
ibit the potential arbitrage discussed in Section 3. Also, since the pricing

unction goes to infinity when the network load increases towards a critical
alue, it can be used to protect the network from overload, except if a faulty
lient ignores the price.

Since the other two pricing functions can be realized by counting packets
espectively marks, they can be implemented without load control gateways.
he price function (4), however, also takes into account the transmission rate

n bytes per time unit. This information is available at egress gateways with-
ut extra execution cost.

.4.4 Service Charging

he most recent price information is distributed via the separate price distri-
ution protocol [19]. The system is built on the assumption that an arriving
ervice request indicates the client’s consent with the recently published

price. A service auction can b
very high price and reducing
value from completing the se
However, separate price and
Since the price distribution p
would be necessary to assoc
recent price by means of th
postponed to future work.

4.5 Adaptive Traffic Regulatio
One of the system’s goals is t
clients can request a basic s
rate, if network capacity is av
algorithm is used to control
standard token bucket regula
and the amount of available
sion as

with τ being the time interval b
offer a load-adaptive service,
tive Token Bucket Regulation(A
a scaling factors. The amount 

for admission control thresho
The scaling factors is dete

and allows to temporarily exc
network is lightly loaded. It is
fully loaded with excess traffic
trol gateways cannot distingu
load. If scaling of ATBRs wer
the network load above the a
would then be rejected, altho
order to maintain priority of in
thresholdΛ minus a small safe
ative load estimationl and used

α'

α' α p×
p m–
-------------= p m>

P rp rb,( )
γ ' r b× m×

b
--------------------------

α' r p× m×
p

---------------------------+=

α' γ ' α'

tnew min told τ r×+ d,( )=

tnew min told τ r× s×+(=
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n also be necessary to associate the measured
rresponding load situation which is observed at

domain. This complexity can be avoided by
from the egress gateway, which has to inspect
The hop count is needed to compute the esti-

 not discussed here in detail.
the load report, except the hop count, is gath-
rvation module. A LOAD_REPORT object is

n message sent from an egress to the respective
tion message is transmitted for a certain period

riodic messages to report the current load situa-
orts are transmitted as a dedicated message type,
ontain the egress gateway’s RSVP_HOP infor-
ituation in a LOAD_REPORT object. Periodic
echanism for times of little signalling activity
gateways always have proper load information to
ive traffic regulation as described in Section 4.5.
ing signalling messages are marked with the
d measurement and marking at internal nodes.
generates a small traffic stream, which allows
even when no other traffic is present between
s at least some load information available at the
sy period. In the prototype, the RSVP daemon
cess the above protocol elements and to appro-
ay kernel-level module, which implements the
ts.

trol and load reporting functionality is imple-
e publicly available KOM RSVP implementa-
ules are implemented in the ALTQ software
available, as well [25]. The price setting and
implemented in Java. Load control gateways
etting components through the COPS protocol
grated QoS manager for price and QoS signal-
d in Java. The system has been developed and
n of FreeBSD and Linux. The extensions pre-

lished as open-source software. To our knowl-
To explain the basic rationale for the adaptation of the scaling factors,
onsider the operation of the linear LBM algorithm at internal nodes. Assum-
ng that the sum of basic rate allocations is less than a certain fraction of the
apacity (expressed through the admission control threshold), then at the
ame time, this is true for the sum of all scaled rate allocations, as well. In
ther words, the maximum amount of marks that a flow is responsible for, is

mplicitly bounded by the initial service request, which conforms to the goals
f the pricing schemes presented in Section 4.4. Fairness between multiple
ows is obviously given, because each flow’s service rate allocation is pro-
ortional to its requested rate.

The scaling factors is never set below 1, such that any flow can always
xploit its negotiated rate. Therefore, it is not necessary to use the adapted
stimated load from (1) for adaptive traffic regulation, because booked traffic
utomatically displaces excess traffic by increasing the relative path load.

.6 Signalling
SVP [23] is an IETF QoS signalling protocol that is well-suited to incorpo-

ate appropriate extensions to implement the control path of the system for
dmission control and market-based resource allocation. RSVP is a receiver-

nitiated setup protocol for simplex flows and each RSVP instance on a
outer administers the respective outgoing link in the direction of the flow. In
he context of this market-based resource allocation system, the egress gate-
ay thus reports load information towards the ingress and the ingress carries
ut admission control. A new message object is used to transport load infor-
ation from egress to ingress gateways, specified as:

LOAD_REPORT ::= <packet count> <mark count>
<byte count> <time interval>
<hop count>

The information contained in this object describes the load situation
long a path through the total number of packets and the number of marks
eceived during a recent time interval. The number of transmitted bytes and
he length of the observation interval are reported, as well, such that the
ngress gateway has precise information about the transmission rate during
he observation interval. This information is necessary to carry out the
dapted load estimation (1) and, more importantly, to relate the load situation

o the actual usage rate for pricing function (4) introduced in Section 4.4.3.
hile it would be possible for the ingress gateway to measure the transmis-

sion rate locally, it would the
transmission rate with the co
the other end of the network
reporting the full information
all incoming packets anyway.
mated average load, which is

All information included in
ered from a kernel-level obse
included into each reservatio
ingress gateway. If no reserva
of time, the egress sends pe
tion to the ingress. These rep
termed Load message and c
mation and the current load s
load reporting is a fallback m
and ensures that the ingress
adjust the setting of the adapt
Additionally, all packets carry
ECT bit and are subject to loa
Thus, periodic load reporting
to observe load information,
peers. Thereby, a gateway ha
very beginning of the next bu
is extended to create and pro
priately interact with the gatew
actual handling of data packe

4.7 Prototype Implementation
The signalling, admission con
mented in the framework of th
tion [24]. The data path mod
framework, which is publicly
communication modules are
communicate with the price s
[26]. End systems run an inte
ling, which is also implemente
tested in a mixed configuratio
sented here will also be pub
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can be regarded to produce a more detailed
w’s resource usage in relation to the system
rawback associated with it. Whenever flows are
at multiple nodes, the resulting marking rate is

king rate, because of the combinatorial proper-
nt. Therefore, plain load-based marking might
ion of network resources. To this end, we are
ad-based marking in combination with suitable
ombination of load-based and threshold-based

triction [21].

ut in the topology shown in Figure 2. The link
potential bottleneck link. Nodes 4-6 are load

are standard PentiumIII/450MHz PCs running
etwork driver polling [27]. Links operate full-

tems’ clock rate is set to 1000hz and fast for-
bled. The FreeBSD network code is slightly
ts from crucial network services, such as rout-

e not subject to any traffic control or policing
of two experiments to illustrate the feedback

IP-like sessions from node 2 to 1 and from
ith a deterministic inter-arrival time of 0.5 sec-
onds. In total, the demand exceeds the available
haviour of the system is illustrated in Figure 3.
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dge, no such comprehensive market-based resource allocation system exists
s a real system prototype.

 Evaluation

he system is evaluated in two ways. The first challenge is to assess the eco-
omic efficiency of the market mechanisms. This question can be answered
nly by mathematical modelling using quite strict assumptions or, more real-

stically, by large-scale trials taking into account the real behaviour of real
lients. Therefore, we only discuss the system’s properties with respect to
ffering dynamic pricing for guaranteed transmission rates. The technical
hallenges, however, can be assessed to a large extent by lab experiments
nd/or simulations. This includes the reaction times of marking and edge
odes to a dynamic network load situation and the resulting convergence
ehaviour of the whole system, as well as a verification of the signalling pro-
edures to communicate information between the various entities of the sys-
em. Therefore, we present quantitative experimental results to show the
eedback and convergence behaviour of the system.

.1 Conceptual Evaluation
he proposed system allows for both market-based resource allocation and

echnical admission control. Thereby, it is possible to efficiently allocate
esources to the most demanding requests while the system is not fully
oaded. If for any reason the demand suddenly increases, the performance
ssurances of accepted flows are protected through the technical admission
ontrol function until the market mechanisms can adapt to the changing
emand. For example, it might not be suitable to change the pricing structure
f already accepted flows. Therefore, the delay between an increase in
emand and the effectiveness of price adaptation might cover a significant

ime period.
Depending on the marking algorithm used, the system can offer different

ypes of fairness among competing requests. In the context of long-lived,
xed-rate flows, threshold-based marking results in fairness with regard to
ottleneck resources, because those dominate the path marking rate. Load-
ased marking takes into account all resources traversed by a flow, whether
eing the bottleneck or not. In any case, respective market mechanisms like
uctions can be built based on the underlying fairness criterion.

While load-based marking
estimation of an individual flo
state, there is one important d
subject to load-based marking
higher than each node’s mar
ties of the random experime
lead to a sub-optimal utilizat
studying to use exponential lo
admission control rules or a c
marking to overcome this res

5.2 Technical Evaluation
All experiments are carried o
between node 8 and 7 is the
control gateways. All nodes
FreeBSD 4.5, enhanced by n
duplex at 10 MBit/s. The sys
warding of IP packets is ena
modified to ensure that packe
ing or address resolution, ar
action. We show the results
behaviour of the system.
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node 3 to 1 are generated w
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transmission capacity. The be
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eed correctly regulates traffic by means of ECT
rding to the currently observed load situation.
ons are quite nervous and further experiments
certain impact of the averaging buffer sizes and
is behaviour. To this end, a detailed study of

n remains an issue for further research, particu-
ction with TCP-like flow control in end sys-

have been carried out to verify the system’s
trol behaviour in combination with other mark-
hose experiments are reported in [21].

ork

ign and a prototype implementation of an admis-
tly allocate the forwarding resources of a net-
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he periodicity of session acceptance is due to the session arrival process and
he reactive nature of the system becomes apparent by observing this perio-
icity. Essentially, the slope and length of the increase and decrease segments
f the accepted load curve represent the feedback delay in the system. The
xperiment clearly shows that the system is capable to effectively carry out
dmission control and that the reaction delay is in the order of a few seconds.

t thereby also shows as a proof of concept that the proposed system can
ndeed be realized. Additional technical experiments studying more aggres-
ive and randomized demand, as well as the influence of background traffic
n the system, are reported in [21]. Those results also support the conclusion

hat the system is capable to carry out precise admission control by reacting
uickly to changes of the network load. Consequently, it can be expected that

he inherent price adaptation that results from an increased marking rate is
ropagated fast enough to enable efficient resource allocation.

To verify the operation of load-adaptive traffic regulation, another experi-
ent has been carried out with a small number of bigger flows to study the

ystem’s behaviour. Two reserved flows and some background traffic are
tarted with a certain time interval in between to observe the reaction of the
ystem to the changes in demand. Flows 1 and 2 are the reserved flows, but

inject more traffic into the sy
Figure 4 and shows the ECT
flows, as well as the total thr
apparent that the system ind
marking at edge nodes acco
However, the system’s reacti
have shown indications for a
the load report periods on th
load-adaptive traffic regulatio
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, L. Wolf, and R. Steinmetz. An Embedded
ork domain by means of market mechanisms. Based on earlier proposals,
his work is focused on the design details of packet marking, admission con-
rol, pricing and adaptive traffic regulation. In particular, the signalling exten-
ions to implement such a system in the context of RSVP signalling are
pecified and verified. The proposed system differs from previous work in
erms of its design details, which are partially influenced by real-world
equirements, such as interaction with an existing signalling protocol. To our
nowledge, no such comprehensive prototype system has been built, so far.
he overall system design and the underlying concepts are technically evalu-
ted by means of lab experiments. Thereby, the validity of earlier theoretical
roposals is backed up.

Clearly, future work is required to further study the properties of market-
ased reactive resource allocation. While our results can be regarded as
romising indication of the real-world feasibility, additional details need to
e considered and potentially require further improvements of the system
esign. For example, the adaptive traffic regulation part of the system can

ikely be improved by appropriately adjusting internal system parameters.
dditionally, the interaction of traffic from end systems using flow-control,
uch as TCP, with both the admission control and the traffic regulation part of
he proposed system is an important research area to investigate whether
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orwarding system or whether multiple forwarding are necessary, for exam-
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